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Course Description

The seminar focuses on skills that research has shown to be important contributors to managerial effectiveness in public and not-for-profit organizations. Students will assess their current strengths and weaknesses in each behavioral area, increase their cognitive understanding of these personal and organizational skills, and begin the process of expanding and enhancing their competency by applying the behavioral principles they learn in a variety of case studies and exercises.

Course Objectives

The course is organized around an integrated, comprehensive, and experiential learning model designed to improve participants’ management behavior through skill assessment, learning, analysis, and practice. Specifically, we will concentrate on developing practical management skills in self-assessment, oral and written presentations, managing stress, conducting meetings, communicating supportively, gaining power and influence, motivating others, managing conflict, empowering and delegating, managing diversity, negotiating agreements in transnational organizational contexts, and participating in performance-appraisal and employee-selection interviews.

Course Conduct

The practical approach followed in this seminar can be described as application-centered. The experiential aspects of the course are to be used for practice, not discovery. The professor’s role is to facilitate student involvement by creating a learning process and an environment in which participants are motivated to find answers to their questions and to expand and sharpen their behavioral skills. Class attendance and participation are crucial.
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Accessibility The University of Montana assures equal access to instruction by supporting collaboration between students with disabilities, instructors, and Disability Services for Students. If you have a disability that requires an accommodation, contact me at the beginning of the semester so that proper accommodations can be provided. Please contact Disability Services for Students at [http://life.umt.edu/dss/](http://life.umt.edu/dss/) if you have questions, or call Disability Services for Students (DSS) for voice/text at 406.243.2243. You may also fax the Lommasson Center for more information at 406.243.5330.